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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

This final technical report covers the development of electronic

circuitry for operation of an IRCCD camera using a 39,040 Schottky diode

detector focal plane and peripheral circuitry related to the initial and

final design. The entire system consists of two packaqes each of which is

small enough to satisfy the airline requirements for carry on luqqaqe.

The camera focal plane is an interline transfer CCD having a 160

(horizontal) by 244 (vertical) PtSi photodiode matrix which was designed !y

Walter Kosonocky of the RCA Sarnoff Laboratories. The camera system
V consists of a sensor head and a signal processing unit. The sensor head was

designed by Doctor W. Ewing of RADC at Hanscom AFB Bedford, MA. This report

is concerned primarily with the signal processing unit.

A simplified block diagram of the overall camera system is shown in

Figure 1. Figure la is a block diagram of the sensor head pictured in the

photographs of Figures 2-4. The second package containing the digital-

analog signal processing unit (SPU) is shown as a block diagram in Figure

lb. It consists of five SIOO plugin boards and two PC boards, one for the

A/) circuitry and the other for the D/A circuitry. A third PC board serves

to interface the front panel controls and the various boards.

The basic operation of this camera is for the most part tl,, same as

that for the 64x128 camera I) . The sensor head, in particular, for either

camera requires only j different digitial board to account for the

difference in timing between the two focal planes. The circuitry outside

the sensor head, the SPU, is similar to that for the earlier camera,

however, the nonbinar, number of rows and columns, 160x244, requires new

circuitry and larger memories to achieve the features of pixel correction,

background veraging ind appropriate operation of the frame buffer memories.

The early design of the A/D board attempted to use the 12 bit DATEL 86R

A/D with 500 ns conversion time and the Micronetworks MN37- T/H amplifiers

w,tn d typical acquisition time of 160 ns. These two devices represented

state of the art in signal processing in terms of availability, speed, power

consumption and reasonable cost. A careful analysis of the operating

chdracteristics revealed that this combination just fell short of the

i'p
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necessary speed. Consequently, we made use of two Micronetworks MN5245

A/D's and two MN376 T/H's as indicated in Figure lb.

Three memory systems are used, the pixel correction memory, (PCM), the

background averaging memory, (BGM), and two frame buffer memories, (FBMA and

FBMB). A simplified model for the organization of these is shown in Figure

1c. The PCM uses 6167 chips which are 16384xi bit CMOS static RAM'S. The

BGM and the FBM's use 5565 chips which are 8192x8 bit CMOS static RAM's.

Twelve bit accuracy for the FBM's requires 6 chips for 122 lines or a total

of 24 chips for both FBM' s. The BGM during the background averaging

operation involves 16 bit accuracy. Consequently the BGM requires 12 chips

giving a total of 36 5565 memory chips for the entire system.

A preliminary explanation of the PCM operation is as follows. A

comparator, controlled on the front panel, sets the allowable window for the

pixel output level. If a pixel output falls outside the defect level a

logic "0" is stored in the PCM. All other outputs are stored as logic

"I's". At a constant ambient input the PCM is written for one frame. In

" -:normal operation when the PCM output is a zero the logic on the A/D board

latches the A/D output to the data from the previous pixel output. When the

PCM output is a "I" the output of the A/D is fed directly to the "A" ports

of the ALU for processing.

The BGM is used to obtain a 12 bit 16 frame pixel by pixel average of

the sensor data. This is achieved using a 16 bit hard wired ALU with "A"

and "B" input ports. The first step in this process is to bit shift the BGM

to utilize its full 16 bits. The BGM is cleared and with the ALU set to the

ADD mode the 16 frame pixel by pixel sum is obtained. The BGM is then bit

shifted back to utilize only the upper 12 bits of data and to obtain the

average background for each pixel . Corrected imagery is obtained by setting

the ALU to the subtract mode. The background average is then subtracted

from the incoming sensor data on a pixel by pixel basis.

The FBM's are operated in a ping pong manner in that one memory is

being written as the other is being read out. In writing, all of the even

lines are written consecutively into A or B memory followed by all the odd

lines into A' or B' memory. During read out (RO) the entire contents of the
primed and unprimed memories are readout alternately during one TV field.

This RO is repeated for the next TV field. Consequenly, the entire RO

consists of approximately 488 lines per frame it the TV rate of 30 frames/

% ,8
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second.

The analog processing block of Figure lb consists of an ECL D/A,

HDSI240E, followed by switched gains of 1, 2, 4 and 8, a four quadrant

multiplier, log compression, multiple pole active video filtering and black

level control.

In what follows in this report an attempt has been made to clarify the

discussion of circuit behavior by simplifying references to different types

of IC's. For the most part high speed CMOS logic circuits have been used to

reduce power consumption. In a few places Fairchild Advanced Schottky

Technology (FAST) devices have proved to be beneficial. For some circuits

it was necessary to use standard TTL, Schottky Low Power, or Schottky

devices. In most cases inclusion of SN74 preceeding the device type will be

omnited. For example, SN74HC04 will be written as HC04, and the SN74HCT04

will become HCT04. F)r FAST devices only F is used, i.e., the hex inverter

SN74F04 will be referred to as F04. Schottky devices will appear as S139,

low power Schottky as LS14 and 120 for standard TTL devices.

A glossary of the. acronyms used in this report follows.

GLOSSARY

Background Memory BGM

Borrow 30

Coposite-Data-Latch CDL

Correlated Double Sampling CDS

Dynamic Field Balance Correction DFBC

Even Field EF

Field Drive FD

Flip Flop FF

Frame Buffer Memory FBM

Gated Readout Clock GROCK

Line Drive LD

Load L

Maximum Flat Magnitude MFM

9
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Master Clock MCK

Master Memory Select MMS

Master Write Adjdress Generator MW~AG

Memory Selet (Q,D) MS

Operational Amnplifier OA

Phase-Locked Loop PLL

Pixel Correction Me-mory PC M

Readout RO

Readout Address Generator ROA G

Select SEL

Signal Processing Unit SPU

Start Convert SC

Status ST

11
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SECTION II

CAMERA CIRCUITRY DETAILS

A. Sensor Head

Digital synchronization of signals and analoq data used in the SPU

originate in the sensor head. The primary source of timinq is a 12.915 MHz

crystal controlled os:illator located on the digital board show in Figure

la. A equally important chip is the Ferranti TV Synchronizing Pulse

Generator chip ZNAI34J. A block diagram of this chip is shown in Fiqu-e 5.

This is the master synch chip which generates all of the control signals

necessary for TV monitor presentation of video data. Figure 6 indicates the

various output availa3le from the ZNA134J.

A simplified derivative diagram of the diqital board is show in Fiqure

7. The digital board supplies to the SPU the following signals: XFR, T/H

(160 pulses/line), a Master Clock (MCK), Even Field (EF), and the Line Drive

(1)). The latter three signals are used to synchronize a slave ZNAI34J chip

in the SPU. The tCK signal of 2.583 MHz, required by the TV synch

generator, is derived by dividing the 12.915 MHz crystal clock by five.

The transfer pulse (XFR) occurs every 16.67 milliseconds. Sandwiched

between XFR pulses are the data readouts, alternately all the 122 even rows

*i followed by all the 122 odd rows. This analog data is processed on the

Correlated Double Sampling (CDS) board before reaching the A/D board in the

SPU.

Earlier work using CDS circuitry had demonstrated its efficacy in noise

reduction prior to digitizing analog signals.( 2'3 ) The CDS circuit board in

Figure la incorporates improvements over the circuitry reported on in

references 2 and 3. Figure 8 illustrates the basic features of the initial

design of the CDS circuitry used in the sensor head. In the final desiqn

the BUF 03's were eliminated. The reference voltage switching using S0210

and S0215 MOSFET's affords faster switching and the REFO2 circuitry results

in a more stable offset reference voltage. The MN376 T/H amplifier qives

significant improvem-nt in switching time, acquisition and settling times

over the HTC0300 devices used earlier.

The CCD C clock -ate is 6.4575 MHz. The chip output data rate, the

pixel or CCD rate, is 1/4 if the C clock rate or 1.6144 MHz giving

619ns/pixel. This time is allotted as approximately 150 ns for reset ind

~II
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approximately 450 ns for the S/H interval.

B. Signal processing Unit (SPU)

The SPU consists of an input A/D board, five SIOO boards for processing

the digital data and a O/A board to process the video output. The RO rate

is determined on the basis of 488 lines/TV frame. The individual frame

buffer memories ((FBM's), are readout completely (244 lines) once during

eccn even TV field and once during each odd TV field. Since each TV field
interval is 16.67 milliseconds, then 488 lines will be readout in 33

milliseconds at a TV frame rate of 30 frames/second. The interval between

LO pulses - see Figure 6 - is 63.5 vseconds. Allowinq 11.5 ,seconds for

horizontal blanking gives 52 ,,seconds/video line. Each chip row contains

160 pixels, thus, 52x10 6/160 pixels = 325 ns/pixel or a video rate of 3.077

MHz. This rate determined the design of the phase-locked loop (PLL)

controlled gated readout clock (GROCK).

A master write address qenerator (MWAG) is used for writing all three

memory systems. This circuitry is synchronized with the ,omposite-data-

latch, (CDL), on the A/D board. The W4AG generates the memory control

signals and the increment pulse INC to clock the write address counters.

1. A/0 Board Timing Circuitry

The basic approach to digitizing the analog signal is indicated in

Figure ID. The box labelled "Timing" represents the circuitry necessary to

generate "hold" pulses for operation of the T/H amplifiers. Each T/H

amplifier is activated on everyother "hold" pulse. Each "hold" pulse is

delayed by 100 ns to obtain the Start Convert (SC) pulse for the A/D's. A

detailed schematic for the "timing" circuitry is shown in Figure 9.

Waveforms for this circuitry are shown in Figure 10.

In Figure 9 the dual pulse synchronizer/driver chin SN74120 is a unique

circuit that is used extensively in the SPU. As indicatel in Figure 9 the

12J is capable of either single output pulse or pulse train operation. The

iring of Figure 9 suggests pulse train opertion, howve', the S/H pulse

rate, the width of the SI pulses and the additional circuitry results in Y

and , naving an output synchronized with everyother S/H ;ulse.

Im 16
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f2 = f1/M

where

f= 1.2915xlO 6 N

? = l.2915x10 6 (N/M) : 3.077x106.

Thus

N/M = 2.38 or approximately 2.4 = 12/5.

.

Tikinq N = 12 and M 5 gives

f 15.498 MHz and f2 = 3.0996 MHz.

Tne rounding off of 2.38 to 2.4 qives 3.0996 MHz as comoared to the

initial val e of 3.077 MHz, 0owever, this only means that the 160 pulsps

--equired between LD pulses will occur in an interval somewhat less than the

original specified 52 *s. Figure 14 shows the detailed PLL schematic.

Division by 12 in the feedback loop is 3ccomplished in two steps. The HC161

counter divides by 6 with an assymetric output to the HCT74 "0" type FF.

The latter circuitry divides by two to obtain 1.2915 MHz with a 50', duty

cycle.

i. Gated Readout Clock (GROCK)

p Therrat,?d Reaout circuitry is required to obtain 16n nulses, ach
-itn operi3d f iapproximately 322 ns, sandwicned bPtw--n sicc-edinq LI)
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pulss Tnis circultry is shown in Fiqure 15 and the iss,)ciated w.avef)rms

ii Figure 16. Tn- t'K inout for the 120 is 3.0996 MHz. The nenative qate
6 -

width f)r the S2 control must be 160xi/3.0996xi0 or 1. 6 s . The LD Pul se
width is 6.2 is. The timp between TT pulses is 63.5 s. Consequently ther.3

is an interval of 1.I us in which to fit the 160 qated pulses. The

starting location 3ftpr the LDpulse is set by approximately seven cycles of

1.2915 MHz using the !C161 counter and the HCll 2 AND qate. ADproximately

5.4 is after the L) pul se, CK of the HC74 sets Qa and S2 low and Q high

which activates the H( 161 counters and the output gate of the 1?0. After

er16 cnts of 3l.096 tHz the NCII2 AND gate drives PRI low monientarily which

te rminites the 1?0 outout gate and clears the HC161 counters.

The 5.4 ws P-terval after the LD pulse is not critical, however, the

flrSt gated pulse mjst ilways start at the same time. The clear for the

"K3'4'J counter - see Figure 14 - is synchronized with LD. The 3.0996 MHz is

s/icrironized with the PLL. Consequently, no difficulty was experienced with

grlatP startinq stability.

4. Master Write Address Generator (MWAG)

The MWIAG is synchronized with the Composite-Data-Latcn,(CDL), pulse

from the A/i ooard as indicated in Figure 12. Circuit details of the K4AG

. are shown in Figure 17 and associated waveforms in Fiqure 18.

On the rising edqe of the CDL pulse S of the 1_0 is driven low by t)

of the "D" type FF HCT74 thereby initiating a train of pulses at the input

.K rate of 15.498 Mriz. At the same time the load input ',L) of the HC192

c.unter rises havinq preset the counter to 1. YI will continue to clo:k the

counter until S I of the 120 rises. initiates this change by presetting

the "D" type FF.

The counter outputs QB and Q of the HC192 with the appropriate loqic

showi in Figure 17 qenerates the necessary control signals for writinq all

three memories. Details of this circuitry will be discussed later in tho
.. aprpriate sections.

The preset pulse for the "10" type FF is delayed and usp as the CK

input (INO) to increment the write address counters HCl'I1 throuqh HC161

Tnese counters are initially cleared by the XFR pulso. After 19520 mE-nory

25
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addresses, data for either the 122 odd or 12? P/en I ines will have been

written to the appropriate memory locations. The tnrep "-ND qates in the

iIwer righthand side of Figure 17 are connected to iqiin -!ear the counte's

-fter 19520 increments ind prior to the next XFR pulse. This clearinq

, circuitry is not necessary, however, it is used as a precautionary measure

to eli vinate any possible noise contamination that might resilt from the

readoJt of the unused me 'noryocations.

An important option for the camera is the capabil ity of "freeze-frame"
operation. The ")" type FF2 in Figure 17 is used for this purpose• When D1

is held low 1)y the front panel switch, the output of AND gate 3 is held low.

Since this output is EP of counter HC1611 , which must be high for counting,

,riting is inhibited. However, the data in the FBM's, valid before D was

iiade low, will continue to be readout. Once D is again high normal

-pierarion will resume.

". Pixel Correction Memory (PCM)

Tne Pasic function of the pixel correction circuitry is to substitute

dati from the previous pixel for any detector whose output does not fall

qi tn;n d presettable limit, ie., within the comparator window. The

circuitry for this purpose is shown in Figures 12 and 1.

Ti Fiqure 12 the output of the comparator is normally at a logic "1"

,ve I If the pixel output does not fall within the permissibl- level 'D in
is ,i Iglic "0". 0in to the PCM is obtained from the HC157 4.

Toe circuitry for controlling the PCM is indicated in Figqire 19. Th-

P<M control switch, located on the front panel, must be held low for one

f -a ne to ciipletl y load he memory. Four memories are used, two for the odd

DI. ,l s 111d tw) f)r the even pixels. The differentation f)r the two sets is

n' l ited in Fiqure 19 )y the chip selects CS1 9 CS CS' and CS'
1, °,2' 1

When pin 5 of HC 142 is grounded by the PCM front panel switch a high

t9t rosults for one input of all three AND gates. This is the write

-s' )n '1 fo the ;'J booard is qated to the PCM memory input. The R/W

".l1 t" - s,- Fi(qures 17 and 18 - is gated by AND qate 2 and inverted to

v~t,, ,tn= necssary neqative WE pulse. The output from 4NF (late 3 qives

oh * : qssar' 'eqative CS pulse for the sequential chip s lct circ'jitry.

-"%
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T - I) input from the bus terminal 15 has not ropn discussat as yet.

. 5is r.e from tcne 'master neinory select (MMvS) circuitry liscussed in

se-:v~'i ?' . It is a positive pulse of 16.67 milliseconds durition followr.d

-v i iej tlve pulse of the sane duration. If we assurne tvat pin S of OR

, ,:e is ; )sitive for 16.67 milliseconds the OR gates haiing outputs CS

an S .eill -e neld niqh for 16.67 milliseconds thus disablinq nerMories 3

nl 4. Hover, oin I of .R qate 2 will be held low for "he same 16.67

I r s ,_ciqs Ind CS 1nd CS in conjunction with toe res- of the loqic

-irciry, will sequenti lIy enable memories l and 2.

After one framie with pin 5 of HCI42 disconnected fro"m tn front ranel

switcn dl three AND gates will have a common low input. 0 will not be
in

qWted tirough to the memory inputs. The output if AND qa e 2 will remain

lw qi*n E held niqh. This is one requisite for RO. The output of AND

Samte 3, L-, is held low. Assume again that pin I of OR qit- 2 is low. Toe

Iecuder 5139 -i Il sequentially select the OR gates having outputs CS and

S. 'ow wit ,4E held hiq D will set the 0 level of tie "T' type FF.
0

ils FF is clockad by toe rising edqe of the R/W pulse anl tne meory

_Innt , ) 0 LOi anpear at the Q1 output n. thus reach A/D boarl.

ri,,ng dlaqrdus f r qritinqs and readout of the PCM are siown in Fiqure 21.

Rferring t) Figure 1?, D is one input to rND gate 2. The other input
"- fri jR <late I. The )utout of AND gate I is the CK f the HC273's. If

"s I onic '" chere will be no clock pulse and with t ie K iD jt at

I I-I tIe outputs of toe octal D latches will be 'o o i, value of tte

;erI ;S ) tD'It. In tni otnerhand if 0 is a loqic "I tue rising edge ;'

'e foid fron AN Iate 1 will clock the current dat- fr -i thE A /) to ,he

'_ s n pts f r tr, scessi nq.

ii K, r ui i -erjq ing iq Ll ALlJ Ci rc ui trj

0 0 )! K riiaqrafn )f tiqe n' k qg,)' nrd . ;erag iq nd AL c ''ru itry is srfwr

To e ALl I r ,ion ,)f F i jr, 21 consi ,it of In . -. , hip, anl

Dn qi i i o o prtsc A'' iid F' a i ) It '-t F mc p rtr

Tr u irs os tonet A L' i rd t ne B GM cain L-, ra a t i bjIt hve I
: , '" n- . .iJ leragiig prom)s. S

.., ' er~es s se1ect noe nit liVv\ l in[) tO t oL Fn" L rt.

A.,'7
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from the A/t, DAII thr'ough DAI12 is the input to the lower three AL'J "A"

ports. The HC374's a-e only used to write the BGM with the output of the

ALU during the bickgr)und averaging. Otherwise, the oitput of the HC374's

are maintained in the high impedance state. The 273's are used to readout

tne BGM to the B inputs via the MUX for all operations.

With the front. panel function switch set to AVERAGE, background

.averaging is initiated by the START AVERAGE pushbutton front panel switch.

The momentary closure of this switch results in the bit shift signal qoinq

low and remaining low for 16 frames. The low bit shift signal selects the A

inputs to the Mix, D-iO through DBO16 so that 16 bit operation of the ALJ

and BGM results. At the end of 16 frames each pixel output has been sunned

and resides in the BG1. The bit shift signal goes high and now the outputs

from tne Mux to the ALU "B" port are D804 through DBO16. This shift of I

tits, division by sixteen, gives the 16 frame average for each Pixel and a

return to normal 12 bit operation. Detailed schematics of the BGM, 9GM

Decoder and BGM latches are shown in Figure 21a.

A schematic of the control circuitry for generating the background

average is shown in Figure 22 and the correspondinq timing diagram in Figure

23. In Figure 22 tne RS FF, 279, and the front panel momentary START

AVERAGE switch is used to initiate the background averaging. 'Operation of

tne 279 is indicated in the box at the lower righthand side of Figure 2?.)

Initially the RI pulse sets QISI low and MI high thereby gating the 120 for

the CK input. Since -K is EF the following "D" type FFI will be clocked by

the first effective EF pulse as indicated in Figure 23. Q1 is used for the
bit snift signal and since 0 is low the input CK signal for FFI will drive

the bit shift signal low at the beginning of the first frame. It will

remain low until the next preset pulse PRI which occurs at the end of 16

frames . At the saie time that QI goes low the output ind AND gate I rises

to activate the two HC193 counters which are used to count the XFR pulses at

the CU input of HC193

The outputs QA dnd QB of HC193I are ANDed and used to clock the "Y'

type FF2. QI of FF2 is set low by Y of the 120 simultaneously with the

activation of the two counters. The first CK pulse to FF will occur only
2

m.-. t tne end of the first frame when QA and both go high. Since 0 of FF

is nelJ high the rising edrje of the first clock pulse will drive QI high nd

remain hign for the romaining frames. This Q1 output is used for the cleir

35
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input to the HC273's. The reason for using QI of FF2 for th, clear ouls-

for the HC273's will he made evident shortly.

On power up the contents of the BGM are not val id. Consequentl y, the

3GM must be cleared during the first frame. At all times during the

Dackground averaginq the HC273's are clocked first to allow the B(GM output

to reach the "B" port of the ALU. Durinq this time thp HC37a outpits are in

the high impedance state. Next the HC374's are clocked to write the BGM

with updated data. Both clocks are operated during each address interval

and in the previously stated sequence. See BGM latch circuitry in Fiqure

2 la. However, during the first frame with CL of the HC273's low the inp-ts

to tne "B" port of the ALU will be low for each dddress of the BGM prior to

the HC374's being clocked. See righthand side of Figure 24b for HC273

characteristics. As d result at the end of each address interval the r3GM

will have been written with valid data. At the end of the first frame th-

3GM will have been fully loaded with valid data. Now CL for the HC273's

goes high allowing the CK input to control the HC273's transmission of the

SGM contents to the "B' port of the ALU. The contents of the B'M will now

represent the sum )f all previous valid data. A timing diagram of the

operation during background averaging is shown in Figure 24a and for normal

)peration Figure 24b. See Figures 17 and 18 for the origin of these control

silnal s.

Referring again to Fiqure 22 and 23 the oackground averaging oDerati)n

is ter,inated after 16 frames by QB of HC192 2 counter and the 120. QB
clocks "0" type FF2 driving S and M2 of the 120 low and high respectively.

Tne next EF pulse will be inverted at the 120 output Y. and ANDed with SI of

the 279 RS FF. The resultant negative pulse at the output of AND gate will
clear the K 193 counters, preset the "0" type FFI and FF2 and trigger the

RS FF 279 back to its original state prior to the start of the averaqinq

operation. Presettinq FF drives the bit shift signal high. OE of the
HC374's goes high which disables the CK input leaving the HC374's in the

hign impedance state. See the truth tables and timing diagram for normal

operation after backqround a/eraqing in Fiqure 24b.

The riqnthand siue )f Figure 22 shows the signals required by the \LU

and controlled by the front panel function switch. The M sianal originates

on :ne front panel 3nd r.eacrhes the SI00 bus via the intprfacn on the slro-1

, ard . The re;niinder reach tie S1O0 bus is indicated in Fiqure 2?2.

inder normal opeation signals S., S11 S 2 and S1 reach the bus vi

•39
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. HC157 mux. Normnally the SEL input is low with the t inputs of the mux

selected at the Y outputs. Once SEL goes high, durinq background averaqinq,

the '3 inputs of the mux are selected yielding the function F = A+B. At the

,end of toe background average the function switch is set -o CORRECT yield'in

tie F = A-3 function. Now the average background level is subtracted from

;the incoming data on a pixel 'y pixel basis.

7. Master Memory Select Circuitry (WS)

Tne master memory select pulse (MMS) is used in selecting the FBM's for

rta:iD It and for being written. In the process of generat 4 ng MMS an equally

1npor.ant memory select "MS) is obtained and used with the decoders for all

menor es. Its use has already been discussed for decoding the PCM. MMS and

MS cirzuitry is shown in Figure 25 and the associated timing diagram in

Figur. 26.

In powe-r up it is essential for the mnory select siunal s to be

synchronized with the EF pulse. The triple input AND gatr in Figure ?5

serves to delay the P 2 input sufficiently such that the first EF Dulse

initi itps the correct relationship for QI and Q 1 0 (In this report MS

- efer:, to QI0 or Q1). Note in Figure 26 the second EF pi:Ise has no effect

on tn tining since Qis already high when it occur,.

Tnis circuit was breadboarded prior to final fabrication and was found

to function as desired. On power up the waveforms iiinediately after t in0

Fiqure 26 were not observable, however, the relationships illustrated in

Fiqure 26 were observable after all power ups.

ci. Vertical Position Circuitry

AT Te vertical position circuitry generates two control signals fir the

'- Re,)mm Address Generator (ROAG) as well as controlling the vertical

O)sitiin of the raster. Circuit details are shown in Fiq',e 27 and the

&sso i itining iiaijra in Figure 28. Note that Figure 29 is not to
-*" S ' Ke.

. rcult -)peration is initiated by the negative field drive pulse (FO)

wnicti presets toe two "' type FF's and preloads the HC192 counter according

tr) t settings of the f)ur switches and the R networ'k. F witn tied to

42
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2q s;1n d; i 1,1 oy two c ircuji t w it h L D pei na n i~~

"t -* P"t thp HCF1O3CLntri

i-~ -~.~ ~ n n~i o'-' LI iniaot oulsp.

F,, . i s I ow 9s a resulIt of tn~i os ~ I f

-)J)J,i J>' tS c 1 3,3r th o HC 16l1')L contr S~ K

')'r~. L3 i n. HC 19') co un ter :Iclks FF (I') D os th 'I In
2

i;~ vo t. e i ts tne RIDAG HO- I161 (:- un~ t-s r-ni1n q h in

1t1 ~ZAT~( F) :j I ; iq ii i d1-ives ?lw

"in htn ro so s i

>1 eOut -I~ I 1r-~ 2' wriv co is ci ock-ed by Lr) lu I s-, . Tie KO 101 Y)tj,'

p r1 o i~ rlod el. Kv 1,he n eq a t i v 3' pul41se qndl -,)n ntl t n~ t 3:-1I <

n ti r9 jm jnea >t w->-n B 0 ulI se s i s 1 'i 1 1 i s o s l l.4i nq o a

i-i f ?6 2.5 in s ) LU~u Ises . duutt~j 0A o)f toe HC16I is a 1C l".

i1'~~inre wle .4'tn i nalf f period of 63.5 ~s As inlicatedA in Ficrt-

i. * a I ut Yr'.,- * nera tor (R-JAG)

d.snl~ic oock)- dliaqram o-f the ROAG is shown in Figure 29. Tnhe

<o< i it-?1 1 -1 PF P , SELE CT" was discussed in Section 37 anld the

~cs ~-ie' wie'on;,no Jn in Figure 26. The Master :ne'nory se1ctfltnuj*

Si r- ttue SEL i ri:uts f )r ivj A, 'Aix B 3nd %~x D. Wne.n SEL i s ],ow th-i *

*A* A il '4j x, ru-" are for controlling the F3M 4s. Th)e %4i inpjs

,iwr t an-v re.adou)t qates ar-a interc-onnected between toe t~ri t 1ox' S

-r tnit SEL letoiln~s .tich F3M is osinq writte n or realout. Fi)r

roif SEL is ',)v tri-n FBM-A and F3A' will n op prated in the- writ-

i. I -rie F31'3 i- I F 3M3 wi I I neP Ooe rated i n tne rpa-I )t i ye Fr

Y-;tno od- fr ~r'FPM will be r5eversed.

n- )A) MEA Yi ITO circuitry in addit-ion t) controllin'i th-

7 GATE il s) qpnrates tn, IN~C s iqn l whichi i ncr,2int~s one )r tiv

tue coo -~s o-~ Cver 67.5,s . The suer rf crnns1

i- o-I ~ -1JTES :'HH':T Ooc whichi is :-ootroilIed ')y thi

-. j* '4~ Y iil S>ctiofl Td. Ci rcui t -ii ar 5h6 i F-.
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Inn i i ."i frori cuiqthe upp~r counters prov i e 16CI J I vjrpsses, f )r >'

ito ede-n Ilin- . Wh~ Qn h u ope r co)unt e rs a re i n h i i t e f ro : cun t i t h

- i t,?rS pr,) j ii 150 01 adrlIre s ses fo r thMe nth ~In ) 1 i n,?

) is di SO 'Ji'l "or SEL for Mux C. When SE L is 1 nw the ev en I1i n.

il !resses ire f ce~tr the Y iutputs ind the odd l ine aidresses jro

s-?iect1-1 vm-i SEL is nigon. Consequently, the oo tmut .f Mux C is
Syqcflr,)rjie ')y () thc? counters such that the 3 inpits to jIx r-

ilternateK' 160) Pi ad~lrosses for in even line followed hiv 161 irladross -;

fhr tne Corresp9rniinA oldJ line. This process continuc-i f-lr ')44 lines until

* both sets of counte-s ire claarad by the clear pulse Shiown i-i Fiqures 21 lnd

~'Ax D uses tore miste r nelory select for the SEL input. Th e A i npu t to

* ,J D ire tie addresses from the N IJAG while the r~adout arldrpssps are th., ;3

InD.Js. 4j D inp-its are interconnected such that wh~en SEL is low the vj'jtn-

aI~rss~dre sent to FBMA and FBMA' , and the readout iddresses arp

;netito F3M3 aid FBMB. Tie reverse is true when SEL i s high. I N it i

J'at MUX A Ind MU K 3 .-1r-- selIected f or the cor res pond inq ) p-era t 4 n *'Iodgs .

A Tiore ,,,ta iIe,1, ia 1rami of the ROA G i s sho wn i n Fi qure 3 11. CE ;ini
'2

L- f.r writlinq irp Ohtined from the "WRITE GATE" consisting of tWn AN3

ia-te's . Yie common inout for both qate s is held high. When SEL is 1:ow anrd

T is od d nigqh CE A is rnaintained high at the output of Mux A. CE A s
112 2

r-~ ow. Tnese i nouts to the decoder i n conj uncti on wi th ttoe i nv erte1

Ojt~j t s of the S 13-9 wil 11Sequent iall1y Sele ct the FBM4's for writ in q 12 2 even

iinps . Tri is tj k s 16. 61 mil Ii second s. When Q 1 01 goes low hor the next
1.67 -iiieod o eoigcrutyprovides for sequencinq the F3MA'

~:;ih that 122 odd lines ire written. Since SEL is low for 33 mill iserconls

Sill1 2d1 l ines will :)e written in one frame interval. During this same f'ua'ne

nter althe ?/W input to the FB3MA 's wil 11 e pul sed low hor eachadress eini

*3 I el.1 rtiq ; s rc(ijir-ed for w-itinq the 5565 nemor'es.

A tini 1iiaqri, fo the iecoder vonen FBMA and F3MA' are beinq written

i~~~~ no~ i1 Fi4eA o innuts to the S139 arp tiken frorn th:)snn Fi~,13 14
jt )t f Muj qh -1 ei its SEL i s low. Y , Y and Y are actively lIow as0 1 2
,n 1 ii FPjr 3 1. 7h-Se are i nverted aind ANDeI with CE2 A and CE 4' n

~ 1 sno ' ti n, .st C E? A tnrougjh CE A 2 - ohtline1sq-lial

~ ot~r n,- wits~t are hell low AyCEA Afto -)5?r) aIdrps,;--,

-. 1 icred iii C--- goes hiqh. N),w iutouts C
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through CE2A 5 are obtained sequentially while the three previous outputs are

held low by CE2 A being low.

Wnile the A nemories are being written once during one frame the B

onories are being readout twice. The outputs of the 'RO GATE", CE2 and

SCE 2 ' , are synchronized with QA* When QA is low for 63.5 is 160 readout CE,

positive pulses from the "ROAG MEMORY CONTROL" are gated to Mux B and the

decoder. The decoder selects the appropriate B memory. !ext QA goes high

for 63.5 Ps and 160 readout CE ' positive pulses are gated to Mux B and the

decoder. The decoder selects the corresponding B' memory.

A timing diagram for readout of the nth even and nth odd line from the

B memories is show in Figure 32. This diagram is not to scale. When QA is

low Q-A is high and a pulsed CE2 (read) will be gated to Mux B input IA.

CE 2B to the decoder will select one of the B memories by means of CE2 B

througn CE2 B The 3' memories will be inactive since CE 3' is held low.

N)w Q, will be low for 63.5 Ls allowing the 160 CE2B pulses or 160 RO

addresses corresponding to say the nth line. When QA goes hiqh the CE2

(real) output will be immobilized and CE2  (read) will be gated to r4x B

input 2A. CE 2B' to the decoder will select the B' memory corresponding to

the B memory selected previously by CE2 B and the decoder. Now the B' mer.ory

will be selected for 63.5 ts allowing 160 CE 2B' pulses or 160 RO addresses

corresponding to the nth odd line.

This ping ponq action between the B ind B' memories continues until the

R:OAG counters are cleared after 244 interlaced lines have been readout

lurlnq 16.67 milliseconds or one TV field. This procedure, is repeated,

since SEL for Mux A, Mux B and Mux D is held constant for 33 milliseconds,

during the next TV field giving 488 lines per TV field.

A schematic of the circuitry represented by the block labelled 'ROAG

MEMORY CONTROL" and the associated waveforms is shown in Figure 33. This

circuit was designed and breadboarded assuming a 50% duty cycle for the

GROCK 3.0996 MHz input. The breadboarded circuit functioned as anticipated.

Difficulty was encountered with the "RO GATE" when it was embedded amongst

the other circuits on the SIO0-2 board. The ROCK duty cycle was

significantly less than 50%. In the final design the broken line connection

-c,,rr,?cted part of the difficulty. Other changes involved delaying the INC

pulse for the HCI61 counters using four HC04 inerters and qrounding rE to

ilput 4A of Mux B rather than using the pulsed OE generdt.-i in Figure 33.
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A partial schematic of FBMA is shown in Figure 34. FGMB is identical

with FBMA. All of tht- 5565 memory chips are on the same S100-5 board.

Twelve bit operation is achieved by pairing chips. For example, memories I

and 7 are paired and selected by the CE2A0 signal from the decoder shown in

Figure 30.

Data from the AL'J, DAO through DAOI2, is bussed to four HC374 latches

as indicated in Figure 35. Two latches are used for FBMA and two for FBMB.

The outputs of the latches are paralleled with the appropriate I/O Ports and

the inputs to the mux consisting of three HC157's.

Operation of the circuit of Figure 35 can be explained using Figure 30

and the simplified circuits of Figure 36. In Figure 36A OE of the HC374A

latch is low while QE of the HC3743 latch is high. With SEL high the Y

outputs of the mux will be the B inputs. Latch HC374B will be in the high

impedance state and the contents of the B memory will be read out to the D/A

via the mux. Latch HC374A will clock the ALU data to the input of memory A.

Reversal of signs for QE A, OE B and MMS will result in A memory being

readout and B memory heing written as indicated in Figure 36B.

10. D/A board circuitry

A block diagram of the D/A board circuitry is shown in Figure 37.

Processed output data from the ALU at TTL levels is translated to ECL levels

by means of four 10124 chips, before getting to the ECL latch. The ECL

latch consists of two 10176 chips which are hex ECL "0" type FF's. The

outputs of the latch go to the HOS1240E, a 12 bit ECL D/A. Circuit details

up to the output of the D/A are shown in Figure 38.

The output of the 0/A is buffered by an inverting amplifier, Al, Which

is also used for inserting the manual black lev l input from the front panel

control. The inverting amplifier is followed by a switched gain amplifier,

A., using the Comliear CLC 220 operational amplifier (OA). Circuit details

for this section of the D/A board are shown in Figure 39.

Changing the qin of the CLC 220 OA results in an equivalent offset

4 ohange at the output. In the original design the CLC 220 was used in the

noninverting mode. Difficult' was encountered in controlling the magnitude

of the offset variations for different gain settings. This difficulty was

'.
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resolved by using the CLC 220 in the inverting mode where the variations in

offset were significantly smaller.

Two four pole analog switches, DG2O1AP, are used for adjusting the gain

and offset simultaneously. A stable offset is obtained using the + 5 volt

reference supply circuit shown in the upper lefthand corner of Figure 39.

The offset output from DG2O1AP 2 is buffered by the unity gain configured

OP-1O OA.

In Figure 40 the switched gain stage is followed by a four quadrant

multiplier where V+ y is the buffered manual fine gain input from the frontY
panel control. The output of the multiplier is buffered by the CA3100 OA

which is followed by the hard limiting SK3100 Schottky diodes and the diode

connected NPN soft limiter. This limiting circuitry is used to prevent

overdriving the analog transmission gate C04053 1. Additional gain of

approximately four is obtained with the HA2520 OA ahead of the two pole

active filter.
The two pole active filter in simplified form is shown in Figure 41.

S.

It is a low pass Sallen-Key configuration and was designed for a maximally

flat magnitude (MFM) response with a half power point of 5 MHz.

The amplifier labelled A in Figure 41 is the BUF-03. The transfer
function V /V. is obtained as

0i

A

Vo RIR 2C1C2

* 2
- V + S -A) + 1 + 1/(R R2 C C2 )

R 2[CR2  (R1 R 2)C

When A 1 1, ( A = 0.997 typically for the BUF-03) and R R R

V10 = R2ClC2 _
v. s 2 +s +

RC1  R2 CIC 2

For an MFM function

E2B = 2/RC and B2 C1 C/(R2CIC2 ).

Therefore
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di/RB and C) 1/(V' RB)

ai J

r /C2 = 2 or C 1

For 3 = 2- x 5xl.6 ani RI = R2 = 510

C 2 = 44 oF and C = 88 pF.

Originally C Ini C2 were chosen as 50 and 110 pF respectively. In

fine tuning the overall camera system C2 was changed to 300 PF without any

change ii C1. This value for C2 does not give an MFM response, however, the

reduced bandwidth does result in less noise without degrading the video
otput.

The CD4053 is a triple tw channel transmission gate with inhibit. c

inout is the inverted analog signal from the active filter. c input is thp

direct output from the active filter. When the digital control input "C" is

i logic "I" the switch output at pin 4 will be c . If "C" is a logic "0"
y

the output is c . The "INVERT IMAGE" front panel switch controls "C" for
x

either output.

The second CD405' output is controlled by the mixed video blank (MVB)

from the ZNA134J since it controls the switch logic control "B". When "B"

is high the output is b or the mixed sync (MS) from the ZNA134J. With "B"y

low the output at pin 15 is b or the analog signal from C04053 Thex 1

composite video at the output of CD4053 2 is coupled to the video amplifier

shown in Figure 42.

11. Power requirements

In the initial design of this camera the experience gained from the

design and operation of the 64x128 camera was utilized as much as possible.

It was decided to investigate the possibility of using a single transformer

with multiple windings rather than using individual regulated supplies for

each voltage. At thii time thouqht was also given to going to switchinq

supplies to reduce weight and size, however, the fear of excessive noise

from such supplies deterred this approach.
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Power requirements were estimated on the basis of using low power

schottky logic wherever possible. This approach was based upon the then

current inavailability of high speed CMOS logic. The following voltages and

currents were estimatud for a special single power transformer: + 24 V /1,

+ 15 V /IA, * 5 V /10A, - 5 V/1A and 40 V/O.1A. Bids were sought for this

special transformer with output voltages somewhat higher to allow for dc

regulators. A satisfactory transformer was fabricated by New England

Transformer Co.

Two regulated multi-output supplies using these transformers were

fabricated up to the point of wiring and mounting provisions being made in

the SPU package. At this point a special Power Cube switching supply became

available for trial use. At about the same time high speed CMOS logic

circuits suddenly became available from a number of suppliers.

HCMOS and low pooer schottky logic circuits of the same type are pin

for pin compatible. Thus, it was no major changeover to switch devices

Aerever possible. It was also decided to try the switching power supply.

If the noise should turn out to be a problem there was always room to

install the now overpowered linear supply. No noise problems were

encountered that could be linked to the switching supply.

The circuitry in the Sensor head and the SPU tike approximately 800 ma,

or approximately 80 watts total power for all supplies.

-,

C. Related Investigations

1. 64/128 gated clock

.'4

In the early days of this program the necessity arose for a gated

output of either 64 or 128 pulses in a 40 Ps interval between successive

line drive pulses. The circuitry for this purpose is shown in Figure 43.

This circuit is similar to the GROCK - see Figures 14 and 15. The PLL

operates at 12.915 MHz with an HC390 counter in the feedback path. The

12.915 MHz CK input to counter HC1631 is divided down to obtain 1.6 MHz and

3.22 MHz at QC and QB respectively. These inputs to the mux HC157 are

selected by the switch SWI for the CK input to the 120.

The remainder of the circuitry works in the same manner as the CROCK in
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producing a 40 Ps wide qate pulse, to S2 of the 120, which is located

dpproximately symmetrically between LD pulses. The 40 us interval is

obtained using the 1.6 MHz for the CK input to counters HC1632 and HC1633.

Initially, at the onset of LD,Q I and QI are high and low respectively.

The CK input to the "0" FF will drive Q low and Q1 high since DI is always

low. This initiates the pulse train operation at the output of the 1?0. 40

us later the rising edge of QC of the counter HC1633 will terminate the

pulse train wen Q and S2 go high and T, clears the counters.

This circuit was found to function as predicted. Consequently a

variation of it was used in designing the GROCK.

2. Active two pole filter

Considerable attention was given to the design and fabrication of an

active low pass two pole filter. Since the upper half power point has been

designated as 5 MHz the fabrication required care in the layout in order to

minimize stray capacitance and inuctance. To this end PC boards were

fabricated in house with ground planes and chip resistors and capacitors

were used for each configuration.

Various operational amplifiers were tried in the Sallen-Key

configuration. Some of these are shown in Figure 44. In Figure 44A the 170

ohms connected between Pin 5 and ground was used to adjust the gain sliqhtl)

greater than unity. This will decrease the S coefficient of the denominator

of the transfer function and thereby make it possible to more accurately

tune the filter to the desired response.

This particular configuration was investigated because of its

simplicity and unity gain requirements. The 04's that showed the greatest

promise were the LH0032, LH0033, ind the BUF-03. A major drawback for the

LH0032 was the number of components required for stable unity gain

operation. The LH0033 proved more satisfactory, however, the calculated

values of C and C2 needed to be halved to achieve the desired bandwidth.

This was a reflection of the sensitivity of this device to stray capacity

unaccounted for in the original design and the departure from unity qain.

The BUF-03 was findlily chosen on the basis of simplicity. This desiqn wis

dicussed in Section 3i0.
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Si tched kain amplif ier

Miny operational a-iplifiers have the characteristics thir the

oi]ln-ondwidth product is a constant. That is, as the qain is increased the

.a ndwi1th is reducel )roportionally. This is true for the PRAM used in the

64 xi 2, cameri for the switcned gain amplifier. This is not a problem if the

,_-andl ,lth for a gaii of 3, the largest gain to be switched, is satisfactory.

Sbweve<, measurements on the PRAM indicated it would not be satisfactory for

a bandwidth of 5 MHz.

Tne C, mlinear CL:;220 amplifier was specified as havinq a constant

$ bandwidth for changes in qain. Thnis was verified in the laboratory where

the bandwidth was constant beyond 40 MHz for gains of ;iaqnitude betw-en I

and 10. The circuit used for this purpose is shown in Figure 45 for the

inverting mode of operation. The same results were obtained for the

'ioninverting mode.

Toe D/A boari is direct coupled throughout. Consequently, a chanqe in

gain should not be icompanied by a dc level change other than that

ajttributable to tne de-sired analog signal. With nonideal (A's this is not

possible. For the .L- 220 the variation in output level as thr maqnitude of

the gain changed frnTl I to 8 was significantly less in the inverting mode

than in the noninvertinq mode. For this reason the final design of the

swit:ned gain implifi ,r is as shoon in Fiqures 37 and 39.

'-. ryoqenic cooler power source

LiquiJ nitroqel is used to cool the focal plane. The possibilitv of

usiliq j cry,)geniz --oo'er is an attractive alternative. One such cooler
requsired 50 watts onoo r at an tradting frequency of 50 Hz. The circuit

resined and faricat d for tnis purpose is shown in Fiure 46.

Toe ICL :-Q303, a function generator chip, is used to obtain the low

, voltde 50 Hz. It is inputted to a differential amplifier made up of two

SK3523 low power PNP transistors. The output of the first differential

-. aqe is double ended to a second differential stage which serves as th

!,l1-r stage for tno .... utput poer transistors. The )utout coinl e!nentary

trnt,st)rs used is tn-a final staq are 2SK133 and 2SJ,8i each with a

ci lestor :lisSipdt -n )'f I)0 watts. Toe supply voltage for these arr a5
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-S.. ~ l ) 'tiine J fron two cornercial linear SUppl ieS With a)' QjtflUt CarVil itY

:t 1r9 ipers. Tie IIw voltaqe required for the 1C) 13? is ohtained

rxi t'ite '15 V01t Supply usi n-i a A723 requl ator with its; )itout set for

voj'~ Thie )jtput transistors were neat sink-d and a snal 1 ac fan was

sei t j r.,lI c oo I*-Pe en t ire 50 Hz po wer oic kaqe.

Tne -r-qenic c ooler usingq this nowor source was use-I to cool the 21")

-,iil Iinear array. Tne power source ran surprisingly .oo)l and has qi.,en

no cifficulty eveli after extended periods of operation.
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SECTION III

CAMERA OPERATION AND APPLICATIONS

The 160x244 focal point is sensitive between 1 and 6 micrometers

wavelength. The camera was operated with f/2 optics and a 3.5 micrometer

long pass filter to suppress near visible, or reflected solar content in the

imagery. Video displays were photographed for this report using the "FREEZE

FRAME" capability of the camera.

The focal plane used to obtain these photographs was surprisingly free

of defects as can be seen in Figure 46. For this reason it was really

unnecessary to use the pixel correction procedures.

In evaluating the camera performance photographs were taken of

television images with both z-axis (brightness) modulation and isometric

modulation. With isometric modulation the video signal is added to the

vertical component of the scanning raster at each pixel. The resulting

*" "Isometric" display provides a relief map of the image where small signal

variations are easily observed.

Figure 47a shows the uncompensated camera response to unfocussed

background radiation at 250C usinq z-axis modulation. The circular pattern

is a map of doping variation in the silicon crystal. The faint plaid

pattern is caused iy lithographic errors. The bright spots show diodes with

excess dark current. The dark spots, with the exception of the spot at the

bottom center of the picture, are probably caused by dust on the backside of

the focal plane. The dark spot at the bottom center of the picture is an

inactive diode.

Figure 47b show the success of the 16-frame offset compensation.

Sensitivity is now limited by infrared background noise, (background

limited). Figure 48 shows the normal and compensated isometric images for

unfocussed background radiation at 25°C.

Figure 49 is another example of the 16-frame offset compensation. In

Figure 49a the camera signature seen in Figure 47a appears superimposed on

the woman's face. After compensation, the image is free of these artifacts

as indicated in Figure 49b.

The camera has a dynamic range in excess of 60 db and an MRT of less

than O.10C which allows imaging measurements in scenes havinq substantial
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Fiue 7

Figure 47

Figure 47. Unfocussed background response at 25 0C

(a) uncompensated z-modulatio'i

(b) compensated z-modulation
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~Figure 48. Unfocussed background response at 250C

(a) uncompensated isometric

(b) compensated isometric
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VI
variations in brightness. This possibility is illustrated in Figure 50

where small changes in skin brightness, related to local variations in the

man' s vascular system, are clearly observable in the same frame as the hot

pipe bowl. As another example note the detail in the womans profile in

Figure 51. Her ear, the darkest (coolest) feature, reflects the limited

blood flow in the cartilage of her ear.

Resolution of the 160x244 camera is improved over that of the 64x128

camera. This can be seen in Figure 52. Figure 52a is a photograph of a man

and nis pipe obtained from the smaller camera. Figure 52b is a similar

picture obtained from the 160x244 camera. The black level settino is not

quite the same, nor is the size the same, however the increased clarity of

Figure 52b is apparent. Note the detail of the pipe stem in the two

figures. In Figure 52a the stair case edges of the pipe stem are very

evident reflecting the smaller number of pixels. In Figure 52b the stair

case effect is significantly less. This same effect can be seen for the

lefthand vertical edge of the glasses. Other evidence of improved

resolution are in the details of the nose and mouth areas.

In the early evaluation of the camera reading glasses always appeared

opaque, as in Figure 52. It was assumed the radiation from the eye area was

blocked by the glasses. This assumption turned out to be false as indicated

in Figure 53. Clearly the lefthand edge of the face of the subject is

-.. visible through the lefthand lens. This effect is not a function of the

material of the glasses, plastic or glass, but rather the nature of the

background of the subject being imaged. A high contrast temperature

differential has to be here in order to see the transmission through the

glasses.

Aside from the obious military applications the use of silicide sensors

for medical measurements warrants serious considerations. In Figure 54 is

shown the arterial map of the forearm of a young man who exercises

regularly. Someone in poor health would show significantly weaker signals.

Figure 55 shows the hand of a smoker in front of the hand of a nonsmoker.

The smoker's skin temperature is cooler indicating reduced capillary

performance near the surface of the skin.

The use of silicide camera technology for industrial applications could

be extensive. The location and extent of chemical reactions in closed

vessels could be determine from surface temperature mapping. An important

;.'
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Figure 50. Wide dynamic range image showing both local

skin temperature variations and hot pipe bowl

Figure 51. Woman's profile showing wide range of detail
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Figure 52a

Figure 52b

Figure 52. Comparison of resolution
*(a)64x128 camera

(b)160x244 camera
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Figure 53. Thermal radiation through reading glasses

Figure 54. Vascular mapping of forearm
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Figure 55. Comparison of surface temperature
of smoker and nonsmoker



application would be the assessment of excessive power dissipation in

electronic circuits or printed circuit board reliability. For example,

Figure 56a shows the surface temperature of a PC board. Figure 56b shows

the isometric display of the same image which could be calibrated for

*4 quantitative evaluation of the distribution of power dissipation.

Obviously numerous other applications are feasible. The point to be

made is that this type of assessment is noninvasive, fast and easily

documented by photograph.
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Figure 56a
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Figure 56b

, Figure 56. Thermal map of operating PC board

(a) z-modulation
~(b) isometric
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SECTION IV

CONCLUSIONS

Successful operdtion of the 160x244 IRCCD camera has been demonstrated.

Hbwever, improvements could be made in a second generation system. Some of

these are related to design and others to fabrication.

The one-point correction, the 16 frame background averaging

compensation, yields a significant improvement as noted in Figure 47b.

Further improvement in the nonuniform responsivity of the detectors could be

achieved by means of a two-point correction. Dynamic field balance

correction (DFBC) could also lead to increased sensitivity at low signal

levels.

From the viewpoint of fabrication, different plugin cards should be

used. These should have ground planes and not require wire wrapping for the

memory cards. The plugin boards should in some cases be partitioned more

carefully. This observation arose in the debugging procedure where it was

found necessary to reroute certain connections to prevent spurious

interaction of control signals.

The use of larger memories, say 32Kx16 bit chips, should be considered.

These may lead to addressing simplification and obviously shrink the size of

the SPU by using fewer boards. Of course this possible reduction in size

coud be partially negated by the suggested improvements in design which

would require additional space.

In summary, silicide IRCCD cameras have advanced in performance to

where they are candidates for wide ranging industrial, medical and

scientific applications. This report has presented examples of imagery

which show the performance of the 160x244 IRCCD camera and which indicate

the near term potential for applications of this technology.
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Platinum Silicide Sensor Imagery

W.S. Ewing and F. D. Shepherd

Rome Air Development Center
RADC/ESE

Hanscom AFB, MA 01731-5000

B.L. Cochrun
Dana Research Center

Northeastern University
Boston, MA 02115

ABSTRACT

Infrared television cameras, bas.-3 upon platinum silicide photodiode arrays,
have advanced in sensitivity, resolution and reliability to where they could have
wide ranging application to medical, industrial and scientific measurement. In
this paper we will present examples of silicide camera imagery which show the
-ort of data which might be expected from such measurements.
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